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DATA MODUL presents Display-Pol+ for optimal
readability even with polarised sunglasses
Munich, 21st July 2022

DATA MODUL, one of the world's leading specialist providers of display, touch, embedded, monitor and
panel PC solutions, presents a new technology that allows the optimal readability of display content from
any viewing angle even when wearing polarised sunglasses. It is now possible to overcome the optical
interference effect between polarised lenses and displays by optimising the display. This opens up
numerous new application possibilities in fields of use and ensures greater safety and comfort for the user.
With their special polarising filter, polarised lenses reliably protect against dazzling reflections and
mirroring, deliver stronger contrasts and at the same time relieve the eyes. For this reason, nowadays
numerous car and motorbike drivers as well as sports and outdoor enthusiasts rely on this type of lens,
which is particularly popular in the form of sunglasses. But polarised lenses are also increasingly used in
professional and industrial environments, for example by machine operators or professional drivers.
However, many users also are familiar with the following problem: when viewing an LC display, such as a
smartphone, dashboard display or measuring instrument, they often have to take off their glasses because
the digital content displayed is difficult to read or appears completely black, depending on the viewing
angle. This is caused by the polarising filter of the lenses, which partially or completely blocks the already
polarised light of the LC display. This can be a safety-relevant problem especially when precise decisions
have to be made in a matter of seconds based on information displayed on the screen. Poor readability of
digital content can also occur in other contexts such as in advertising, guidance and information systems.
The solution for this problem is an innovative technology that can be applied to a wide range of TFT
diagonals, from wearable displays to large digital signage displays, using the DATA MODUL’s in-house
bonding expertise.
“By modifying the TFT, linearly polarised light emitted by an LC display is converted into circularly polarised
light, reliably overcoming the well-known interference effect between the display and polarised lenses.
Since the glasses manufacturers cannot remedy this disadvantage themselves due to the physical
properties of the lenses, we as display experts have developed a suitable solution. We are very pleased that
our new customisation option will make it possible for us to offer both simple and very effective options in
many fields of application and allow screen contents to be read without problems even when wearing
polarised glasses,” explains Murat Güngör, Product Manager at DATA MODUL.
The new Display-Pol+ solution can be easily combined with other customisation options and thus expands
the diverse design possibilities for customised display solutions. Industrial touchscreens made of different
materials, with different material thicknesses, individual printing as well as different surface and
mechanical treatments can now be realised; and these innovative touchscreens are not only vibrationresistant, suitable for an extended temperature range and have additional haptic feedback functions, but
now also offer flawless readability with polarisation glasses from any viewing angle.
You can find further information about DATA MODUL on our website.

About DATA MODUL
DATA MODUL AG is one of the world’s leading specialist providers of display, touch, embedded, monitor and panel PC solutions. Since it was
established in 1972, it has consistently pursued the objective of providing its customers with state-of-the-art, tailor-made and individually
customised complete solutions for display technologies.
Many years of experience in the field of display, touch, embedded and system technologies enable the company to produce customer-specific
value-added services for a variety of industries at its 45,000 m2 production and logistics facilities. The extensive distribution portfolio of displays,
touchscreens and embedded solutions and the increasingly innovative in-house developments complete the unique modular product portfolio.
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